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Forbes Advisor is a trusted destination for 
unbiased personal finance advice, news, 
and reviews. Our core mission is dedicated 
to simplifying smart financial decisions for 
our readers. Our platform provides a wide 
range of information on various personal 
finance topics, including but not limited to, 
investing, insurance, banking, health, home, 
movers and credit cards, with the goal of 
helping consumers make informed 
decisions about their financial lives.



CRM is indispensable in modern marketing 
empowering businesses to understand 
their customers better, engage with them 
more effectively, and streamline the 
marketing processes.
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Challenges we face as marketing leaders.
Setting the right expectations early.
Building a successful playbook.
Key Takeaways.
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Challenges 
Marketing leaders 
face.
Why CRM is an afterthought in some cases.



Proving ROI
“CRM will make us $15M”

Breakage vs. Incremental Gain
“Adding email capture creates breakage”

Attribution Complexity
“Why am I not seeing more revenue”

Data and Internal Silos:
“We don’t have the Data Engineering resources for you; it’s in queue.”

Building the Team
“Were not making enough money to add an email designer”

Collaboration
“Why do SEO and SEM need to work with email”
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6 Who has felt like this 
at their first QBR?



Setting the 
Expectation.



Set The Right Expectations Early
“There’s only 1 way to eat an elephant”-(Ken Pecca… Every day)

“CRM will make us $15M”

● CRM will NOT make $15,000,000 in Year 1.

● Typical break even on initial investment is 12-18 months.

● Positive EBITDA, it takes time to get to $36 per dollar spent, 
you should start to see results between 12-24 months.

● Make sure leadership understands, it takes at least 6 months 
focus to build audience, OPR, trust & brand identity:

○ Building the audience takes time and patience, you won’t get 
5M users overnight.

● Involve Analytics and BI early, a committed effort in tracking 
& direct attribution is needed from inception.

● A commitment to cross channel collaboration is critical.



The Proof is In 
The Pudding.
Building a successful playbook, here's what worked for us!

Roll up your sleeves, get into the weeds and start building:
● Have a well-documented plan.

● Start with Audience, OPR and CTR, reputation and deliverability.

● Show me the money, from MVP to custom events and data feed triggered journeys 
in 1 year.

● Tackle Attribution complexity.



Started with 
informational blast 
and newsletters.
Start Small

● Data collect and opt-in widgets everywhere.

● Newsletters and informational emails to set 
audience expectations.

● Focus on deliverability, open rate and click 
through rate.

● Build an attribution model that is accurate.

● Study heat mapping, learn your audience's 
behavior.

● Let the audience decide, A/B Test EVERYTHING!



MVP 1-3 Months
Start Small

● Choose your vertical and build data capture forms.

● Pass data to a journey that nurtures your audience 
and helps them make decisions.

● Take the first few months of a product launch to 
learn your audience and build trust.

● Allow easy opt-out and ways for users to provide 
feedback.

● Focus on deliverability, open rate and click through 
rate.

● Build an attribution model that is accurate

● Study heat mapping, learn your audience's behavior.

● Let the audience decide, A/B Test EVERYTHING!



Data
● Started simple with email capture and basic 

personalization.
● Build the RIGHT data schema.
● Daily API batch CSV delivery to a list from GBQ.

Email
● Began with informational and long form content 

that reached a broad audience.

A/B Testing
● Subject lines (FOMO, Aspirational, Helpful, urgency).
● CTAs & Hero Images.
● Send name.
● More or less copy.

KPI
Conversion

2%
Users that successfully 
purchased from email

Journey OPR

38%
Averaged 60% with some 

campaigns as high as 80%

CTR

1.5%
1 journey with total 

21 campaigns



Growth 3-9 months
Add relevant information based on 
data collected and user behavior

● Know your data, continue building that data 
schema.

● Add more widgets and data collection points.

● Begin adding relevant segmentation and 
more personalized content.

● Now is a good time to choose A/B test winners 
and adjusting CTA’s and placement.

● If engagement is high, add an additional email 
or 2.

● It’s important to know when and where your 
users stop engaging and where OPR drops off.



Data
● Expand to form capture and real time api feed
● Ensure data schema is followed and data engineering 

adheres to strict guidelines
● Enhanced daily batch to include return data from partners
● Build in our abandon cart / return to quote flow

A/B Testing
● Choosing initial winners we incorporated into all emails
● Launched additional A/B testing based on journey and 

audience
● Added in multi variant testing
● Chose send name based on open rate

KPI
Conversion

3%
Users that successfully 
purchased from email

Journey OPR

48%
Averaged 60% with some 

campaigns as high as 80%

CTR

4.2%
1 journey with total 

21 campaigns

3-9 Months



Mature 6-1yr
You now know your audience pretty well

● Increase data driven decisions, personalization, 
additional emails or SMS based on user behavior

● Catalogues to personalize data based on 
attributes

● Data feeds for better personalization and real 
time quotes

● Make Use of AI for send time optimization and 
help crafting copy

● Multivariate testing

● Integrate surveys and preference centers to 
learn more and deliver a great UX

● Manage deliverability and SPAM



Data
● Begin Data feeds to incorporate live quote data
● Enhance current journeys with realtime 

personalized and relevant feeds
● Add live body content via additional data feeds 

and or catalogues

A/B Testing
● Rinse and repeat A/B testing never stops

KPI

Conversion

5.65%
Users that successfully 
purchased from email

Average Journey OPR

60%
Averaged 60% with some 

campaigns as high as 80%

Emails Sent In Year 1

1.2M
1 journey with total

21 campaigns

Data, catalogs, personalization and A/B test 
slide examples



CTR

1.5%
1 journey with total

6 campaigns

Journey OPR

38%
Averaged 60% with some 

campaigns as high as 80%

Conversion

2%
Users that successfully 
purchased from email

CTR

4.2%
1 journey with total

15 campaigns

Journey OPR

48%
Averaged 60% with some 

campaigns as high as 80%

Conversion

3%
Users that successfully 
purchased from email

CTR

6-10%
1 journey with total

21 campaigns

Average Journey OPR

60%
Averaged 60% with some 

campaigns as high as 80%

Conversion

5.65%
Users that successfully 
purchased from email

KPI Summary



Key takeaways
Strategic planning, expectation, and a data-driven approach is key in leveraging CRM success.

The Importance of Setting Right Expectations: It's crucial for marketing leaders to manage 
expectations with leadership and stakeholders regarding the capabilities and return on investment 
(ROI) of CRM initiatives

A/B testing: Never stop A/B and multivariate testing. lett the audience help you build the the best UX

Incremental Gains and Audience Engagement: Incremental gains through effective CRM strategies 
can outweigh potential breakage and build a loyal audience base. Email marketing,accounted for a 
significant portion of overall revenue

Challenges Faced by Marketing Leaders: Challenges, such as; proving CRM's ROI, dealing with data and 
internal silos, and the complexity of attribution need to be solved early in the process.

Deliverability: Check your deliverability tools daily, make sure you’ve made it easy for users to 
unsubscribe and opt out, get user feedback through surveys

Email accounted for 18% of overall revenue in Travel Insurance in year 1
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Thank You



What Makes a Great 
Marketing Leader?
Great marketing leaders possess a blend of qualities that enable them 
to drive their teams toward success, foster innovation, and achieve 
outstanding results in a dynamic and often challenging business 
environment.



Visionary
Being a good leader means you have a clear vision for the future and the ability to 
anticipate market trends, customer needs, and emerging opportunities. 

Strategic Thinker
The foresight to build strategies that keep your organization ahead of the curve. You have 
the unique ability to “see around corners”.

Customer-Centricity
“Put yourself in their shoes”. Understanding customer behaviors, preferences, and pain 
points is crucial for creating value propositions that resonate well with your target audience.

Data-centric Decision Making
Top marketing leaders rely on an abundance of data, analytics and insights to inform 
decisions, measure performance, and optimize strategies for better outcomes.

Continuous Learning
You are lifelong learners, constantly seeking to update your knowledge and skills; stay 
informed about industry trends, marketing best practices, and emerging technologies.
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Expectations for ROI
The Return on Investment (ROI) for email marketing can be notably high, 
making it one of the most efficient digital marketing strategies. 

Generally, the average ROI for email marketing varies depending on the 
source, but it's commonly cited as around $36 for every dollar spent.

Medium-Term (1 to 3 Years):
The more common scenario for many 
businesses is to achieve a break-even point 
within one to three years. This time frame allows 
for the full integration of the CRM system into 
business processes, user adoption, and the 
beginning of seeing tangible benefits in 
customer retention and sales growth.

Short-Term (Within 1 Year):
Some businesses, especially those 
with clear use cases and efficient
implementations, may start seeing 
a positive ROI from their CRM 
investments within the first year.



Follow us!
Not everyone is a leader, be a follower. 
For marketing tips, tricks, and updates, 
scan to follow us on all social platforms.


